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Mass hierarchy and reactor antineutrinos
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combinations of mass and mixing parameters of the 1-2 sector.

The sign of 𝝋 term is positive for NH and negative for IH
⇓

Fastly oscillating term, opposite for the 2 hierarchies, 
superimposed to the general oscillation pattern
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Abstract
- The neutrino mass eigenvalues ordering (Normal or
Inverted Hierarchy) is one of the main open issues of
neutrino physics, with a significant impact both on model
building and on the potentialities of present and future
experiments (like the ones looking for neutrinoless double
betha decays).
- A possibility of investigating this problem is offered by the
study of the mass hierarchy dependent corrections in the
antineutrino inverse β decays in medium baseline reactor
experiments.
- This idea is at the basis of the research project of JUNO, a
multipurpose underground neutrino experiment, that will
soon become operative in the South of China. The JUNO main
characteristic are discussed, together with its rich physics
program and the status and perspectives of the experiment.

The neutrino mass hierarchy

2. Identifying the neutrino MH78

2.1. Introduction and motivation

After the discovery of non-zero 13q in recent reactor [30, 31, 72, 73] and accelerator [74, 75]
neutrino experiments, the present status of the standard three-flavor neutrino oscillation [27–
29, 76–78] can be summarized as follows:

• three non-zero mixing angles [26] 12q , ,23q and 13q in the MNSP [5, 6] lepton mixing
matrix have been measured with the precision from 4% to 10%,79
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4% [26],
• the neutrino MH (i.e., sign of the mass-squared difference m31

2D ) is unknown,
• the octant of the mixing angle 23q (i.e., 423q p< or 423q p> ) is unknown,
• the leptonic CP-violating phase δ in the MNSP matrix is unknown.

Therefore, the determination of the neutrino MH and octant of the mixing angle ,23q as
well as the measurement of the leptonic CP-violating phase constitutes the main focus of
future neutrino oscillation experiments.

The neutrino MH answers the question whether the third generation ( 3n mass eigenstate)
is heavier or lighter than the first two generations ( 1n and 2n ). As shown in figure 5, the normal
mass hierarchy (NH) refers to m m3 1> and the inverted mass hierarchy (IH) refers
to m m .3 1<

The relatively large value of 13q has provided excellent opportunities to resolve the MH
in different neutrino oscillation configurations, which include

• the medium baseline (∼50 km) reactor antineutrino e e¯ ¯n n oscillation experiments
(JUNO [65, 66, 69, 79, 80] and RENO-50 [81]),

Figure 5. Illustration for the patterns of normal and inverted neutrino mass hierarchies.

78 Editors: Yufeng Li (liyufeng@ihep.ac.cn) and Liang Zhan (zhanl@ihep.ac.cn). Major contributor: Xin Qian.
79 Precision in terms of sin2
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• The neutrino mass hierarchy is important for:
Ø Discrimination of different models Beyond Standard Model
Ø Discovery potential of experiments (0ν2β, CP violation)

q Relatively large θ13	  (sin2(2θ13	  ≅ 0.08-‐‑0.09)	  )	  

⇓
Oscillation probability corrections dependent on MH ‘‘sign’’

Inverse β decay of 𝝂𝒆 reactor with medium baseline
( Original idea by Choubey, Petcov, Piai (PRD68 (2003) 113006))
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The±sign in the last term of equation (2.1) is decided by the MH with plus sign for the
normal MH and minus sign for the inverted MH.

In a medium-baseline reactor antineutrino experiment (e.g., JUNO), oscillation of the
atmospheric mass-squared difference manifests itself in the energy spectrum as the multiple
cycles. The spectral distortion contains the MH information, and can be understood with the
left panel of figure 8 which shows the energy and baseline dependence of the extra effective
mass-squared difference

m E L4 . 2.32 ( )fD =f

Figure 8. (Left panel) The effective mass-squared difference shift m 2D f [79] as a
function of baseline (y-axis) and visible prompt energy E E 0.8 MeVvis -n� (x-axis).
The legend of color code is shown in the right bar, which represents the size of m 2D f in
eV2. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines represent three choices of detector energy
resolution with 2.8%, 5.0%, and 7.0% at 1 MeV, respectively. The purple solid line
represents the approximate boundary of degenerate mass-squared difference. (Right
panel) The relative shape difference [65, 66] of the reactor antineutrino flux for
different neutrino MHs. Left panel reprinted with permission from [79]. Copyright
2013 by the American Physical Society. Right panel reprinted with permission from
[65]. Copyright 2008 by the American Physical Society.
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Spectrum dependence upon the mass hierarchy

The JUNO option
JUNO (Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory): multi-
purpose reactor υU	  	   experiment, under construction near
Kaiping (South China). JUNO collaboration includes more than
70 instutions spread all over 3 continents.

Baseline reactors-detector about 53 km: optimized in the
region of the maximum 1-2 oscillation

Daya Bay; RENO; D.C.

KamLAND

JUNO    
53 km 

The JUNO detector
Top muon veto

Scintillator panels
Outer water tank
Muon Cerenkov veto

Steel structure
holding PMTs
~17000  x20”
~34000  x3’’      

Acrylic sphere
35,4 m 
diameter

Liquid 
scintillator
20 kton

Underground 
Detector 

More than
700 m of rock 

overburden

Experiment Daya 
Bay

BOREXINO KamLAND JUNO

LS mass 20 ton ~ 300 ton ~ 1kton 20 kton
Coverage ~ 12% ~	  34% ~	  34% ~	  80%

E resolution 7.5% 𝐸⁄ ~	  5% 𝐸⁄ ~	  6% 𝐸⁄ ~	  3% 𝐸⁄
Light yield ~	  160 

p. e. MeV⁄
~	  500 
p. e. MeV⁄

~	  250 p. e. MeV⁄ ~	  1200 
p. e. MeV⁄

The JUNO experiment
• Main reaction: 𝝂𝒆 + p → 𝒏 + 𝒆v	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   Exy 	  ≥ 1.8	  MeV

Time coincidence between e+ signal and 2.2 MeV γ emission
from nuclear capture.

Reactor 𝝊𝒆: E	   ≤ 8 MeV Spectrum including oscill. effects

JUNO main features
v Medium baseline (53 km); high statistics required

⇊
Large detector mass and proximity to several reactors

v Signature: position of the spectral wiggles in the spectrum	  
⇊

	  	  Very good E resolution (	  ~(R)R ≅ 3%)	  

Liquid scintillator (LAB+PPO+bis-MSB) 
High photon yield

v Reduction of the cosmogenic background
⇊

Rock overburden about 720 m and a muon veto system
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Comparison with other experiments

qMilestones of the analysis
• Global fit and comparison of χ2 best fit points

for NH and DH solutions
• For E resolution equal or better than 3%/√E:

hierarchy discrimination at 3-4 σ C.L.
(JUNO Yellow Book:J. of Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 43 (2016) 030401 )

q Main advantages
Ø JUNO looks at vacuum oscillations; hence it
doesn’t sufffer the uncertainty on Earth density
profile and the ambiguity of CP-violating phase.
Ø Mass hierarchy solution doesn’t depend on
θ13 value (affecting only the amplitude of the
corrections) and depend mildly on the 3-4
neutrino flavor scheme.

Mass hierarchy determination at JUNO
Mass hierarchy sensitivity is expressed in terms of:
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with: Mi=measured ν events in the bin; Ti =no oscillation predicted
events; σk =systematic uncertainty; εk =pull factor; αik =fraction of event
contribution of kth pull to ith bin

Results of the analysis
Iso-Δ𝜒�¨' countour lines represent the Δχ𝐌𝐇𝟐 value as a
function of luminosity (L=1 corresponds to n. of events
after 6 years of JUNO data taking with nominal reactor 𝜈ª� flux
and 80% efficiency) and of the resolution.

PRD$$88,$013008(2013) Hierarchy
discrimination power

With info on !"##$
from LBL expts

Statisticsonly 4σ 5σ
Realistic case 3σ 4σ

Other JUNO physics goals
In addition to the mass hierarchy discrimination and
oscillation parameters determination, JUNO will look for:

q Supernova burst & diffuse supernova neutrinos
q Geoneutrinos
q Solar & atmospheric neutrino studies
q Other measurements:search for sterile 𝜐 and
nucleon decays; indirect dark matter searches;
other exotic searches

For more details about all of these topics see the
JUNO Yellow Book (Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 43 (2016)
030401) and the V. Antonelli talk at the recent
Neutrino Telescopes Workshop (Venice March 2017)

Mass and mixing parameters
determination at JUNO

Very high statistics and very good E resolution
⇓

Precision measurement of mass and mixing
(at subpercent level for 3 oscillation parameters)

Oscillation Parameter Current accuracy
( global 1σ ) **

Dominant
experiment(s)

JUNO 
Potentiality
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# | 1.6% MINOS,6T2K 0.44%

+,-# θ$# ~496% SNO 0.67%

Progress and status of the experiment
• Excavation works almost finished (vertical shaft

513 out of 630 m and slope tunnel 1030 out of 1340 m)
• Detector construction and assembly going on:
- Central detector (huge and very thick acrylic sphere):

problems of shrinkage and shape variations were
resolved; radioactivity levels are under control;

- Various purification techniques successfully tested
at a Liquid Scinitillator Pilot Plant at Daya Bay;

- 2 different kinds of 20’’ photomultipliers (from
Hamamatsu and from a Chinese company NNVT): very
good performances, mainly for quantum and relative
detection efficiency very good E resolution;

- Presence of a double calorimetry systems, made up with
small (3’’) PMTs systematics control, internal
redundancuy and better osc. parameters determination.


